
only LKS stations in NH), are fully consist-

ent with this assumption, particularly for the

tropical stations. In the extratropics there are

only four daytime-only stations so the MSU

test is less meaningful, but the two indepen-

dent estimates do agree within 0.03-C per

decade.

To illustrate the importance of the heating

bias, we have computed its impact d
sol

on the

trends at LKS stations. The LKS f factors,

unhomogenized trends, and trends adjusted

only for solar heating are given for the middle

troposphere and lower stratosphere in Table 2.

In the stratosphere, our d
sol

is similar to the

total adjustments by LKS and others, with

trends moving closer to those from MSU (13).

At the tropical tropopause (of relevance to

stratospheric water vapor), d
sol

is somewhat

smaller than LKS_s. In the troposphere, how-

ever, d
sol

is much larger than previous adjust-

ments. Indeed, the tropical trend with this

adjustment (0.14-C per decade over 1979 to

1997) would be consistent with model simu-

lations driven by observed surface warming,

which was not true previously (1). One inde-

pendent indication that the solar-adjusted

trends should be more accurate is their con-

sistency across latitude belts: for the period

1979 to 1997, the spread of values fell by

70% in the lower stratosphere and 25% in

the troposphere.

Though this is encouraging, our confidence

in these nighttime trends is still limited given

that other radiosonde errors have not been

addressed. SH trends from 1958 to 1997 seem

unrealistically high in the troposphere, espe-

cially with the d
sol

adjustment, although this

belt has by far the worst sampling. Previous

homogenization efforts typically produced

small changes to mean tropospheric trends,

which could mean that other error trends

cancel out d
sol

in the troposphere. In our judg-

ment, however, such fortuitous cancellation of

independent errors is unlikely compared to the

possibility that most solar artifacts were pre-

viously either missed or their removal negated

by other, inaccurate adjustments. To be de-

tected easily, a shift must be large and abrupt,

but d
sol

was spread out over so many stations

(79% of stations during 1979 to 1997 and

90% during 1959 to 1997 experienced DT

trends significant at 95% level), at such

modest levels, and of sufficient frequency at

many stations that many may have been

undetectable. Most important, jumps in the

difference between daytime and nighttime

monthly means would be detectable at only a

few tropical stations because most lack suffi-

cient nighttime data. In any case, we conclude

that carefully extracted diurnal temperature

variations can be a valuable troubleshooting

diagnostic for climate records, and that the

uncertainty in late–20th century radiosonde

trends is large enough to accommodate the

reported surface warming.
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The Transcriptional Landscape of
the Mammalian Genome

The FANTOM Consortium* and RIKEN Genome Exploration
Research Group and Genome Science Group

(Genome Network Project Core Group)*

This study describes comprehensive polling of transcription start and
termination sites and analysis of previously unidentified full-length comple-
mentary DNAs derived from the mouse genome. We identify the 5¶ and 3¶
boundaries of 181,047 transcripts with extensive variation in transcripts arising
from alternative promoter usage, splicing, and polyadenylation. There are
16,247 new mouse protein-coding transcripts, including 5154 encoding
previously unidentified proteins. Genomic mapping of the transcriptome reveals
transcriptional forests, with overlapping transcription on both strands,
separated by deserts in which few transcripts are observed. The data provide
a comprehensive platform for the comparative analysis of mammalian
transcriptional regulation in differentiation and development.

The production of RNA from genomic DNA

is directed by sequences that determine the

start and end of transcripts and splicing into

mature RNAs. We refer to the pattern of tran-

scription control signals, and the transcripts

they generate, as the transcriptional landscape.

To describe the transcriptional landscape of

the mammalian genome, we combined full-

length cDNA isolation (1) and 5¶- and 3¶-end

sequencing of cloned cDNAs, with new cap-

analysis gene expression (CAGE) and gene

identification signature (GIS) and gene sig-

nature cloning (GSC) ditag technologies for

the identification of RNA and mRNA se-

quences corresponding to transcription initi-

ation and termination sites (2, 3). A detailed

description of the data sets generated, mapping

strategies, and depth of coverage of the mouse

transcriptome is provided in supporting online

material (SOM) text 1 (Tables 1 and 2). We

have identified paired initiation and termi-

nation sites, the boundaries of independent

transcripts, for 181,047 independent tran-

scripts in the transcriptome (Table 3). In

total, we found 1.32 5¶ start sites for each 3¶

end and 1.83 3¶ ends for each 5¶ end (table

S1). Based on these data, the number of

transcripts is at least one order of magnitude

larger than the estimated 22,000 Bgenes[ in

the mouse genome (4) (SOM text 1), and the
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large majority of transcriptional units have

alternative promoters and polyadenylation

sites. The use of genome tiling arrays (5–7)

in humans has also implied that the number

of transcripts encoded by the genome is at

least 10 times as great as the number of

Bgenes.[ To extend the mouse data, two

HepG2 CAGE libraries, one constructed with

random primers and the other with oligo-dT

primers, were combined to produce 1,000,000

CAGE tags. Mapping of these tags to the

human genome identified the likely promoters

and transcriptional starting site (TSS) of many

of the gene models identified by tiling array,

also called transfrags (5), and clearly indicates

that the same level of transcriptional diversity

occurs in humans as in mice (table S2).

The mapping of ends of transcripts can be

used to identify the genomic span of the pri-

mary transcript. Figure 1A shows length dis-

tributions of the predicted genomic regions

spanned by mouse cDNAs showing a bi-

modal distribution and compares them with

one peak for unspliced and another for

spliced RNAs. At the upper end of the dis-

tribution are candidate mega transcripts (tran-

scripts originating from genomic regions

in the order of millions of base pairs). For

example, we located six pairs of genome sig-

nature cloning (GSC) ditags to RIKEN clone

ID 9330159J16 and corresponding RIKEN

expressed sequence tags (ESTs). This clone

encodes for a previously unidentified large

transcript that is similar to a protein tyrosine

phosphatase, receptor type D (accession

no. BC086654), the genomic structure of

which has not been previously reported (8).

The predicted mRNA is 2475 base pairs in

length but spans a genomic region of 2.2

megabases (Mb).

We previously coined the term transcrip-

tional units (TUs), which groups mRNAs

that share at least one nucleotide and have

the same genomic location and orientation

(9). However, TU fusions can join unrelated

and differently annotated transcripts (SOM

text 2). Therefore, we define a transcription-

al framework (TK) as grouping transcripts

that share common expressed regions as well
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Fig. 1. Genome-transcriptome relation. (A) Genome span covered by full-length cDNA and GIS/GSC
ditags shows similar distribution with two main peaks. Ditags mapping follows the same distribution
profile at various mapping thresholds, with a minimum around 2 to 2.5 Mb. Mapping events above this
genomic span are nonspecific. Count displays the number of events in the size interval. (B) Asymptotic
unit collapse. Due to extensive overlap of the genome, transcripts overlap to the extent that they
collapse to a few GFs. Simulating addition of ditags shows the collapsing rate of the known annotated
genes into 9976 elements only. Primary transcripts only, GFs identified by GSC ditags only; Ensembl
only, GFs produced by the 3332 Ensembl-only annotated transcripts; total, the total number of GFs.
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as splicing events, TSS, or termination events

(SOM text 1).

TKs can be clustered together into tran-

script forests (TFs), genomic regions that

are transcribed on either strand without

gaps. TFs encompass 62.5% of the genome

(table S1) and are separated by regions

devoid of transcription, or transcription des-

erts. With the inclusion of GSC tags in ad-

dition to full-length cDNA and paired EST

sequences, the estimated total number of

transcript forests is 18,461,which will col-

lapse further with increasing depth of cover-

age (Fig. 1B).

The approach used to isolate full-length

cDNAs, based on library subtraction and pre-

viously unidentified 5¶/3¶ end selection before

full-insert sequencing, was weighted toward

identification of representative transcripts.

Nevertheless, 78,393 different splicing variants

were identified, such that 65% of TUs contain

multiple splice variants (Table 2), an increase

from our previous estimate (41%) (9). This

is still expected to be an underestimate, and

new approaches will be necessary for a full

evaluation of exon diversity (10).

Transcript diversity also arises through

alternative termination. Little is known about

sequence motifs that control alternative poly-

adenylation. We identified 27 motif families

with six or more nucleotides that were statisti-

cally overrepresented within 120 base pairs of

the polyadenylation site of individual tran-

scripts in our data set. These motifs represent

candidate modulators of polyadenylation site

for eight unconventional alternative polyade-

nylation signals (1) (table S3). In addition, we

found a widespread motif family with se-

quence TTGTTT, which was associated with

both the canonical (AAUAAA and AUUAAA)

and unconventional signals (1, 11).

Gene names of 56,722 transcripts that were

protein coding were assigned according to

annotation rules (9, 12). Their encoded pro-

tein sequences were combined with the pub-

licly available proteins supported by cDNA

sequences (8). This generated a nonredundant

set of 51,135 proteins with experimental evi-

dence Eisoform protein set (IPS)^, 36,166 of

which are complete (complete IPS). By com-

parison, the mammalian gene collection (http://

mgc.nci.nih.gov) has cloned, as of July 2005,

only È16,700 transcripts (11,514 nonredun-

dant). In the FANTOM3 data set, 16,274 pro-

tein sequences are newly described. Their

splice variants were grouped together into

13,313 TKs. For 9002 of these, a previously

known sequence maps to the same TK (locus),

but 4311 clusters (5154 different proteins) map

to new TKs (SOM text 3).

There are a total of 32,129 protein-coding

TKs on the genome, of which 19,197 have only

a single protein splice form, although 2525 of

those do have an alternative noncoding splice

variant. The SUPERFAMILY analysis of

structural classification of protein database

(SCOP) domain architectures (13) was carried

out for each sequence. Of the 12,932 TKs that

show variation in splicing, 8365 showed vari-

ation in SCOP domain prediction. Of the

12,932 variable TKs, 2392 produce proteins

with different observed contents of InterPro

entries. More than two alternatives were ob-

served in 439 of the 2392 InterPro-variable

TKs. Thus, in the majority of variable loci,

splicing controls some aspect of domain con-

tent or organization. To seek evidence for such

an impact in specific sets of regulatory pro-

teins, we compared a representative protein set

Fig. 2. Transcription originating in 3¶UTRs. (A) For each analyzed exon, the fraction of tags mapped to
10 equally large subsections of the exon was calculated. (Left) CAGE tags mapping to the first exon
are prevalently located in the first part of the exon. (Middle) CAGE tags mapping to internal exons
are uniformly distributed. (Right) Last exons show a distinct overrepresentation of CAGE tags
mapping close to the 3¶ end. (B) Distance to the closest downstream gene for the set of highly
expressed TUs that have extreme tag density in the 3¶ of the terminal exons. Transcript pairs were
grouped into tail-to-head (3¶ exon and downstream TU on same strand) or tail-to-tail (3¶ exon and
downstream TU on opposite strand) configurations. Remaining TUs were used as control groups. For
TUs with strong 3¶ transcriptional activity, the distance to the next TU is significantly smaller than
expected when the gene pair is in a tail-to-tail configuration (P e 0.001107, Wilcoxon test),
suggesting regulatory mechanisms based on natural antisense influencing the downstream gene (26).

Table 1. Data set resources.

Total
Number of

libraries
Safely mapped

RIKEN full-length cDNAs 102,801 237 100,313
Public (non-RIKEN) mRNAs 56,009 52,119
CAGE tags (mouse) 11,567,973 145 7,151,511
CAGE tags (human) 5,992,395 24 3,106,472
GIS ditags 385,797 4 118,594
GSC ditags 2,079,652 4 968,201
RIKEN 5¶ESTs 722,642 266 607,462
RIKEN 3¶ESTs 1,578,610 265 907,007
5¶/3¶EST pairs of RIKEN cDNA 448,956 264 277,702
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(RPS) and a variant protein set (VPS) of

phosphatases and kinases that have been

comprehensively annotated (14) by looking

at domain composition counts (table S4).

These phosphoregulators could be function-

ally modulated through alteration in their in-

tracellular location. Among the 21 receptor

tyrosine phosphatase loci, we identified 23

variant transcripts from 14 loci with predicted

changes to the subcellular localization and

function of the encoded peptides. Of these, we

identified two noncatalytic classes: secreted

(10) and tethered (3). Furthermore, we iden-

tified two catalytic classes that lack the ex-

tracellular domains: catalytic only (5) and

tethered catalytic (5). Similarly, among the 77

receptor kinase loci, we identified 41 variant

transcripts from 33 loci which encode secreted

(16), tethered (10), catalytic only (7), or other

tethered catalytic (8) peptides. We then ana-

lyzed the membrane organization splicing

variants class within the full set of TUs (table

S5), which revealed 1287 TUs that exhibit

alternative initiation, splicing, and termina-

tion, likely to yield variant isoforms of mem-

brane proteins that differ in their cellular

location.

Of the 102,281 FANTOM3 cDNAs, 34,030

lack any protein-coding sequence (CDS) and

are annotated as non–protein coding RNA

(ncRNA) (6, 15) (table S1). Many putative

ncRNAs were singletons in the full-length

cDNA set. Among the FANTOM3 cDNA set

there was additional support from ESTs,

CAGE tags, or other cDNA clones overlapping

both the starting and termination sites for

41,025 cDNAs, of which only 3652 were

ncRNAs. This supported ncRNA set includes

many known ncRNAs (SOM text 4), and

many are dynamically expressed (SOM text

5). Following these same criteria, 3012 from

8961 cDNAs previously annotated as truncated

CDS were supported as genuine transcripts and

are believed to be ncRNA variants of protein-

coding cDNAs.

Many ncRNAs appear to start from initia-

tion sites in 3¶ untranslated regions (3¶UTRs)

of protein-coding loci (16). The normalized

distribution of CAGE tags along annotated

exons of known transcripts with more than 300

mapped tags each is shown in Fig. 2A. As

expected, the highest tag density on average

occurs at the 5¶ end, but there is also a sub-

stantial increase of tags in the last one-fifth

of the 3¶UTR. Strong evidence of 3¶ end

initiation was correlated with a short inter-

genic distance when in tail-to-tail orientation

with a neighboring gene (Fig. 2B), suggest-

ing a possible role in an intergenic regulatory

interaction.

The function of ncRNAs is a matter of de-

bate (17). Some ncRNAs are highly conserved

even in distant species: 1117 out of 2886

Fig. 3. Noncoding
RNA promoters are
highly conserved. (A)
Human-mouse conser-
vation of coding and
noncoding RNAs com-
pared with random ge-
nome sequence. (B
and C) Promoters con-
servation of noncoding
and coding mRNA
evaluated (B) by iden-
tity and (C) by align-
ment. (D) Overlap of
promoters of ncRNAs.
(E and F) Promoters of
coding mRNAs contain
a larger fraction of low
complexity and re-
peats than noncoding
promoters. LINE, long
interspersed nuclear
elements; LTR, long ter-
minal repeats; SINEs,
short interspersed nu-
clear elements.
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overlap chicken sequences, of which 780 do

not overlap known CDS and 438 do not over-

lap known mRNAs on either strand, whereas

68 out of 2886 have BLAST-like alignment

tool (BLAT) alignments to the Fugu ge-

nome, of which 40 do not overlap known

CDS on either strand. These ncRNAs are at

least as conserved as a reference set of

known ncRNAs (Fig. 3A), contrary to a pre-

vious study (17). However, ncRNAs are

slightly less conserved on average than 5¶ or

3¶UTRs. In contrast, the promoter regions of

ncRNAs are generally more conserved than

the promoters of the protein-coding mRNA,

not only between human and mouse but also

down in the evolutionary scale to chicken

(Fig. 3, B to F), and they contain binding

sites for known transcription factors (18). We

conclude that the large majority of ncRNAs

that we analyzed display positional conser-

vation across species. In considering func-

tion, one might conclude that the act of

transcription from the particular location is

either important or a consequence of ge-

nomic structure or sequence (for example,

enhancers such as that of the globin locus

can act as promoters), the transcript may

function through some kind of sequence-

specific interaction with the DNA sequence

from which it is derived, or many noncoding

RNAs have other targets but are evolving

rapidly (19, 20).

New databases have been created for cDNA

annotation, expression, and promoter analy-

sis (http://fantom3.gsc.riken.jp/db/ and SOM

text 6). The databases integrate common

gene and tissue ontologies like eVOC mouse

developmental ontologies (21), cross mapped

to Edinburgh Mouse Atlas Project (EMAP)

ontology terms (22). These eVOC terms al-

low analysis standardization of RNA sam-

ples used for cDNA and CAGE libraries in

both mouse and human and were included

into the DNA Database of Japan (DDBJ)

data submission (23).

Analysis of the output of FANTOM2 sug-

gested that there were many more tran-

scripts still to be discovered (24). Here, we

have confirmed that the majority of the

mammalian genome is transcribed, com-

monly from both strands. Such transcriptional

complexity implies caveats in interpretation

of microarray experiments (25) and genome

manipulation in mice, because these will

commonly interrupt or interrogate more than

one TK. Although the current overview gives

us an indication of the complexity of the

mammalian transcriptional landscape and a

new set of tools to begin to understand

transcriptional control (for example a very

large set of promoters that can be ascribed

to distinct classes) (16), we also gain in-

sight into the scale of the task that remains.

The ditag data indicate the existence of

very long transcripts whose isolation and

sequencing will require new cloning and

sequencing strategies. Although we have iso-

lated and sequenced many putative ncRNAs,

the FANTOM3 collection only contains 40%

of those already known. Finally, the focus

has been on polyadenylated mRNAs that

are processed and exported to the cytoplasm.

Recently, Gingeras and colleagues (5) have

shown that the set of nonpolyadenylated nu-

clear RNAs may be very large, and that many

such transcripts arise from so-called inter-

genic regions (7). The future can only reveal

additional complexity in the mammalian

transcriptome.
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Table 2. Transcript grouping and classification. The extent of splice variation was calculated by excluding
T-cell receptor and immunoglobulin genes from the transcripts. The remaining 144,351 transcripts were
grouped in 43,539 TUs, of which 18,627 (42.8%) consist of single-exon transcripts, 8110 (18.6%) contain
a single multiexon transcript, and the remaining 16,802 TUs (38.6%) contain at least two spliced
transcripts. Among these TUs, 5862 (34.9%) show no evidence of splice variation, whereas 10,940
(65.1%) contain multiple splice forms.

Total
Average
per TU
cluster

Average
per TK
cluster

Total number of transcripts 158,807 7.59 7.30
RIKEN full-length 102,801
Public (non-RIKEN) mRNAs 56,006

GFs 25,027 1.20 1.15
Framework clusters 31,992 1.53 1.47
TUs 44,147 2.11 2.03

With proteins 20,929 1.00 0.96
Without proteins 23,218 1.11 1.07

TK 45,142 2.16 2.07
With proteins 21,757 1.04 1.00
Without proteins 23,385 1.12 1.07

Splicing patterns 78,393 3.75 3.60

Table 3. Determination of transcripts start/end
accuracy. Two pieces of evidence (cDNA, tags,
ditags, EST, and 5¶-3¶ EST pairs) are required when
TSS/terminations lie inside larger transcripts, and
one piece of evidence is required when they extend
or identify new transcripts. Reliable indicates that
both ends are associated with reliable tag clusters.

Total Reliable

Total 5¶/3¶-end
pair sequence

1,507,122 1,336,397

5¶/3¶-end pair cluster 313,821 181,047
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CORRECTIONS &CLARIFICATIONS

Reports: “The transcriptional landscape of the mammalian genome,” by The FANTOM

Consortium et al. (2 Sept. 2005, p. 1559). On page 1561, column 3, lines 40-46 should

read: “In the FANTOM3 data set, 11,559 protein sequences are newly described. Their

splice variants were grouped together into 7445 TKs (transcriptional frameworks). For

5453 of these, a previously known sequence maps to the same TK (locus), but 1992

clusters (2222 different proteins) map to new TKs (see SOM text 3).”
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